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I. IKTRO~~~TI~S 
Let I be a finite rational prime and let r be a finite group of Z-power order. 
By use of the Adams operations on the Grothendieck group of virtual characters 
of ,r, we are able to derive new determinantal congruences on the group ring 
&Z’. These congruences give rise to homomorphisms from the subgroup D(Zr) 
of the classgroup of locally free ZI’ modules. (D(U) is defined in Section 2.) 
In [13] Swan introduced a subgroup T(U) C D(U). In Section 4 we give a 
complete description of T(U) t m erms of the Artin exponent of the group I’. 
In Section 5 we derive certain asymptotic properties of I D(U)! as 1 r I + CO. 
And finally in Section 6 we consider the two non-Abelian groups of order l3 
when I += 2. For these two group we are able to completely describe the 
subgroup Ker(D(Zr) + D(Uah)). 
The main motivation for this study of classgroups is the Galois module 
structure of rings of integers of tame extensions. In [14] I consider the images 
of such rings of integers under the homomorphisms described in this paper. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND THE DETERMINANTAL CONGRUENCE 
Let .~i’ he an order of an algebra il C QZY Then we define Cl(&) to be the 
locally free classgroup of the order &. If N is a maximal order of rZ which 
contains ,oL, then we have a canonical surjection Cl(&) + Cl(M). We define 
D(d) to be the kernel of this homomorphism; then D(&‘) is independent of the 
maximal order M chosen. 
We now give a description of D(ZZ’) from [2]. @lore generally, the generaliza- 
tion to an arbitrary D(d) will be clear.) 
Let z be the ring of rational integers and let Q be the field of rationals. If p 
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is a finite rational prime, then Z, is the ring of p-adic integers and Q, is the field 
of p-adic numbers. If p is the infinite rational prime then both iZI, and Qn are 
defined to be R, the field of real numbers. For a ring S, we define S* to be the 
group of units of S. 
Let Q be the algebraic closure of Q in @, the field of complex numbers. For 
a positice integer n we define Q(n) = Q(e2niy’i), and we let ,Q : Gal(Q/Q). 
T\‘e now define 
the product being over all primes of Q (finite and infinite). VVe give I,.(Z1’) the 
product topology. We let J(QT) be the idele group of Qr, which is defined by 
(J(QT) is topologized by defining U(E) to be an open subgroup.) 
Let Rr be the Grothendieck group of virtual characters of r, and let ( , ) be 
the standard inner product of R, (see [12, p. 271). VVe let Q act on Ii, by defining 
(x%4 x (X(Y))” 
for y E I’, w E Q, and for x E Rr . 
A character 4 of r is said to be symplcctic if there exists a representation 
1’: r--f GL,,(cD) 
with character 4, such that l’(T) 1 eaves a nonsingular skew-symmetric form 
invariant. \\:e let RrS be the subgroup of R, generated by the symplectic 
characters. 
Let F C Q be a number field which contains the values of all characters of T. 
For a primeb of F, F+ is the completion of F at //, if P is finite cF is the local ring 
of integers of Ffi , and if/ is infinite, O+ =m= F+ . We let JF bc the id& group of F, 
and we define 
where in the first product, the product is over all primes of F, and in the second 
product, the product is over all primes of F above the rational prime p. 
VV.e say that an idele (j) E JF is totally positive if at every infinite prime / 
(whether real or complex) j+ is both real and positive. 
Let 4 be a character of T, and let 
T,: r - G-L,(Q) 
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be a representation of I’with character 4. \\‘e may extend + to a homomorphism 
of algebras 
T,: Qr --f Jz,z(o). 
Let p be a rational prime. We define 0, = Q @o Qp, . \Ve identify E‘ (2;:. Q, 
with npIP F+ (where the product is taken over all primes of F above p). Q acts 
on a,, in the natural way, and we have a further homomorphism of algebras 
T,: QJ --L -lz,i(Q,,). 
Then for J E Qd,,P we define 
Det,(a) == determinant( 7’,(a)). 
Det,(oc) is independent of the choice of T,, / , since T* is unique up to conjugacy. 
It is immediate that for w E Q, 
Det,,(llx”‘) (Dct4,(LTy”. 
IYe may define Det,(a) for a virtual character 4, by defining 
(3.1) 
Det,(a) = Det,JuL) . Deth,(m) r, 
where the +i are characters of r such that I,G : &r ~~ & . 
\t’e let Hom,(R, , JF) be the subgroup of those h E Hom(R, , .JF) such that 
for all+ E Rr, w E!?, 
/l(p) ---- lZ(f#J. 
\Ve define Homn-(Rr , JF) to be the subgroup of those h E Hom,(R, , J,.) such 
that h is totally positive on Rrs (or, equivalently, those h such that h is totall\- 
positive on all irreducible, spmplectic characters of r). In the same way WC define 
Hom,(R, , ciF), Hom,-‘(Rr, U,) etc. 
‘\?a the diagonal embedding F* C--+ J/- , we may I-icw Hom,(R,, 17”) as a 
subgroup of Hom,,(R, , IF). and Hom,(R, , I-,“) as a subgroup r,f 
Hom&G, rF). 
From (2.1) we have a homomorphism 
which is given 1~) 
(Det(a))(+) m== Det,(a) 
for 4 E R, , a E ZJ”. Further, if p is the infinite rational prime, then b!- the 
Hasse-Schilling Norm Theorem 
Det(Z,r*) C Hom,,‘(R, , c.7,,,J. 
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Thus, if we extend Det to J(Qr) and U(U) in the obvious manner, we have 
homomorphisms 
Det: l(Qr) + Homl,’ (R, , IF), 
Det: (:(Z1’) + Horn,; (A!,. , Z*,). 
Let J%’ be a maximal order of QT which contains ZI’. From [2] we have isomor- 
phisms 
But Det(G(.&)) HomJ(R, , I‘,), and so wc have that 
Because Z,,r is a maximal order at finite rational primes p Z-T: 1, we hare that 
Det(Z,P) Hom,,(K, , I;, .,,, ). 
AXnd trivially 
Det(RP) == Homl; (R, , R”). 
So, via projection onto the primes of F above 1, we have an isomorphism, 
(2.3) 
Let .If bc a locally free (or, equivalently, a projective) ZT module of rank I. We 
now show how to find fM E Hom,(R, , JF) which represents the image of M 
in Cl(U) under the isomorphism (2.2). Let zc,, E M be such that 
;II gla z,) =: +zr mz if,, .
Let (ZO) be the idPIe n W, , and choose .v E 11’1 such that 
dr o2 Q = 31 ii;:, ck 
i.e., u @I 1 generates a normal basis for 111 $& Q. 
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There exists (0 E j(Qr) such that for each prime p 
We now setf,,,, = Det(l). 
From the isomorphism (2.3) we see that in order to define homomorphisms 
from D(W), we need to find determinantal congruences on the integral group 
ring i&r. For example let a be an integral, fiF9 ideal for some prime 2 of F 
above I, and suppose that the virtual character + of r has the property that 
Det,(ZJ*) = 1 mod 0. 
Then from (2.3), evaluation on + and reduction mod a would induce a homo- 
morphism from D(W). 
In [2], for an arbitrary finite group A, a surjective homomorphism 
h,: D(ZA) + E,(A) 
is obtained by considering certain determinantal congruences modulo the 
product of the distinct primes of F above 1. However, when A is an Z-group 
E,(A) is trivial. 
The main object of this paper is to give homomorphisms 
aj: D(U) + Al(r) 
which are derived from “higher” determinantal congruences. In general the ni 
will have large image. 
Let I/ be a @-vector space of dimension Y and let T: r-t GL(V) be a repre- 
sentation of r with character x. For Y > n > 0, let An(V) be the nth exterior 
product of V; then T induces a representation 
A”(T): P 3 GL(&( V)). 
We define h”(x) to be the character of the representation A”(T). X”(X) is of 
course independent of the particular representation T (with character X) which 
is chosen. By convention we define ho(x) = 1, and for n > r, h”(x) = 0. 
From [l] we have that for y E r 
Det,(l + rt) = i %(x)(r) * ti. 
i=O 
(2.4) 
For n > 0 we define +(x) to be the central function on r which is defined by 
for y E I’. It is immediate that z+P commutes with O-action. 
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By Scwton’s formulas it may be shown that for all m > 0 
WI. 
“2X”‘(X) = : c (- l)“-’ P-k(x) #‘i(x). 
I,- 1 
(2.5) 
See [I] for a full proof. 
By induction on nz we can deduce that @“(x) E R, . \\‘e define $“” on virtual 
characters in the usual way, and so we have p’: R, + R, . The {@} are called 
Adams operations. For a full account of the theory of h-rings and Adams 
operations see either [l] or [g]. 
Let x E R, and. let IZ > 0, then we say that x :-. 0 mod(P) if, and only if 
X(Y) G 0 mod(P) for each y E l7 Then for n > 0 we have R, ideals a,,, , 
given by 
a ll,r = {X E Rr 1 x =- 0 mod(P)}. 
For the sake of convenience we set Q,,~ = R, . It is clear that for w E Q, n > 0, 
and for 712 :, 0, @‘(c~,,,~) C a,,,l. 
Let il C r and let 4 G R, , then we denote the restriction of 4 to d by 4 ,d . 
Restriction gives a ring homomorphism 
ResrA: Rr --+ R, . 
The Adams operations commute with Res,” and Re~/(a,,~) C u~,~. 
Nowlet ,yeRd, then we denote the virtual character of r induced by x, by 
IndAr(x). Induction gives a homomorphism of Abelian groups 
Let u: r-t 8 be a surjective homomorphism of groups. Then if x E R,- , we 
may inflate x to a virtual character of r (by composition with the homomorphism 
u). We denote this virtual character by Infzr(x). Inflation gives a ring homo- 
morphism 
Infzr: RE + R,. 
The Adams operations commute with Inf/ and InfEr(an,B) C a,~-. 
There is an obvious homomorphism of Abelian groups 
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given by Z(x) = lx for x E R, . We now define a further homomorphism of 
Abelian groups 
CD: a n,r + %,i- 
by Q(X) = lx - /J”(X), for x E a,,~-. Then clearly @ commutes with restriction, 
inflation, and Q-action. 
The crucial determinantal congruence is given by 
THEOREM 1. For n > 0, for x E ZJ*, and for x E a,,, , 
Deb&) = ~~(4 mod(Zn+l), 
where px(z) is an l-power root of unity which is contained in Q,(x). 
Remark 1. p,(z) is uniquely determined, since roots of unity are distinguished 
mod(Z) if I # 2, and mod(4) if I = 2. 
Remark 2. As yet I know of no examples of a group r and virtual character x 
for which pX(z) # 1, for some z E ZJ’*. 
Remark 3. If both x and @(x) are characters of r, and if for n > 0, x E a,,, 
with X( 1) = I”. Then by use of Newton’s formulas and Proposition 1 of Section 3, 
it may be shown that ,u&) == 1 for all z E ZJ*, i.e., 
Det,&?‘J’*) = 1 mod(Z”+l). 
Let ri: Hom,(R,, U,,,) ---f Hom,(@(ai,r), U,,,) be the group homo- 
morphism given by restriction. Let 
Vi = {f E Hom,(R, , U,,,) 1 for all x E ai,r, f (D(x)) G pX,r mod(W), 
where pLxsr is some Z-power root of unity contained in Q,(x)>. 
We define 
Ai = riWmMR, , uFd 
ri( Vi Homo+(R, , S,*)) ’ 
From Theorem 1, Det(ZJ*) C Vi for all i > 0, and so ri induces a surjective 
homomorphism 
a,: D(Zr) -+ Ai( 
Remark. Of course we could define a possibly better a, by factoring out by 
ri(Det(Z,r*) Hom,+(R, , U,*)) instead of ri(Vi Hom,+(R, , OF*)) but the 
above ai is the one which will be required in [14]. 
Let x E ai,r with i > 0, and let L = Q(x). Then we have evaluation homo- 
morphisms 
where for d E D(U) which has representative fd E Hom,(R, , Ur,,) under the 
isomorphism (2.3) 
4x)(4 =fd@(x)) * (vi Hom,+(R,, LoilF*))(@(x)) . (1 t z~+w~~), 
4(x)(d) -f&@(x)) CiL*(l -I- P+vLs). 
(9 denotes the unique prime of L above 1, and we denote the image of 1 under 
the embedding L 4 Lz also by the symbol 1.) 
It is immediate that ei(x) factors through Ki(X), and both Ki(X) and e,(x) factor 
through ai . 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We first need a proposition and a lemma. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let i > 0, x E ai,r, e > 1, then for 01 E &I' 
Proof. LetWylye~, (Y,,}vEr be the generators of two free groups of rank / 7 /, 
F and G, say. Define A (resp. B) to be the element of the group ring ZF (resp. ZG) 
given by 
A =(F”)” B =(~“)+. 
We let M (resp. N) be the set of 1 r jze (resp. / .F IzE-‘) monomial terms which 
occur in the expansion of A (resp. B). Let C, be the cyclic group of order I”. We 
fix a generator c of C, . Then C, acts on the sets M and N via: 
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\Ve define Ml to be the set of monomials in M which have nontrivial C, stabilizer. 
Equivalently, 
iIf1 = {??Z E it2 1 VZcte-’ zz WZ}. 
So, necessarily, m E Mr is of the form 
m = (x.>,, ... x.&z. (3.1) 
We now define M2 = M\Mr , and we define a map of sets 6: Ml + N, by 
b(m) = Y,,, ... Y,,,-1 , 
where m is as given in (3.1). It is easily seen that b commutes with the C, action, 
and it is immediate that b is both injective and surjective. In particular we have 
that b preserves C, stabilizers. 
Let a: = C a,y, with a, E .& . Then we have ring homomorphisms 
0: Z,F + Z,T, rl: .7&G -+ Zzr 
by stipulating that 
fvY> = $7, -dYJ = %Y* 
Observe that QP”) is a r-conjugate of f?(m), for m E M. (Similarly ~(n”“) is 
a F-conjugate of 7(n), for n EN.) 
So for m E M (although we only need the case m E Al,), 
f x(W”>) = l”x(+)) 
h=l 
=I 0 mod(Z”+i). 
Now choose m E Ml with stabilizer the cyclic subgroup of C, of order Id, 
C dY say, where 0 < d < e. We claim that 
C x(eW”>) = C $Yx)WWChN mo4~e+i). (b) 
C4C,IC, Ch-z,lC, 
As before we have that 
C x(~(m”“>> = W&W>, 
2% c,/ c, 
(4 
(4 
However, because m has stabilizer C, , m is of the form 
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and thus 
Hence, 
It is immediate that, 
and trivially, 
This implies that 
xu?m)) = f(xhNm))) mod(Pfi). 
Equation (b) now follows from (c) and (d), and the proposition is proved. 
Let L be a finite extension of Q1 with ring of integers 9, and with maximal 
ideal 9. Then for XE 1 + 9, the 5?-adic logarithm of X is given by 
LEMMA 1. Let & be a primitive lrth root of unity for some r > 0 (if 1 = 2 
we take r 3 1). Let X E 1 ..!- (1 - &) Z,[&] and suppose that for some n > 1 if 
1 f 2 (resp. n 3 2 if 1 = 2) 
log(X) :=z 0 mod(Zn), 
then X 7 & mod(P) for some integer s. 
Proof. Suppose first that 1 f 2; then we note that for rn > 1 and for 
y E &Kkl, 
log(1 + PY) G! PY mod(P+l). (3.2) 
So by successive approximation we may find a convergent sequence {X,}& 
with Xi = X mod(P) and with 
log(X,) = 0 mod(P). 
Let X = lim+,,(XJ, then log(X) = 0 and X = X mod(P). We now assert 
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that X E (&) . \Ve suppose not, for a contradiction. Because X E 1 + (1 ~ &) 
&M 9 
X’T -x 1 mod(Z). (3.3) 
But since X $ <&), X” = 1 + Zkj3 for R 3 1 and p E Z,[&] with If /3. So from 
(3.2), 
P log(X) = z”p mod(Z”+r). 
Because log(X) = 0, Z 1 /3, and we have a contradiction. 
For the case Z = 2, the argument is exactly the same noting that (3.2) holds 
for m 3 2, and that in place of (3.3) we have 
x”’ z 1 mod(4). 
1Ve now prove Theorem 1. Let 4 be the Jacobson radical of the ring i&r. 
Explicitly a is generated over i& by Z and the elements 1 - y, for all y E I’. 
Once and for all we note that on i&r the +adic topology is the same as the 
I-adic topology. By the above &r* = &*(l + %). Clearly the theorem holds 
for z E &*, so it is sufficient to prove the theorem for z = 1 - OL where OL E z. 
However, from Lemma 1, in order to show that 
Det,(,)(l - a) = ~~(1 --- a) mod(Z?lfl), (3.5) 
for ~~(1 - a) an Z-power root of unity in Q(x), it is sufficient to prove that 
log(Det,(,)(l ~ a)) = 0 mod(Zn+l). (3.6) 
Let $i , & , [r , 6, be characters of r such that 
lx = 41 - 42 7 P(x) = ‘5 - 5‘2 - 
Let {ah} be the roots of the polynomial Det,l(X - a). Then for m > 0 
Thus, 
log(Det,l(l - a)) = c log(1 - ah) 
h 
In the same way it is easily shown that, 
lvdDeLd1 - 4) = - f t X(LY?J~) + fl k 4yx)(dy, n*=1 
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If (I, 11~) =: 1, then 
Thus, 
(I,;m) ZX(cP) 0 mod(Z7L+1). 
log(Dct,(,,(l - E)) I= t -- ,1, x(@) T ; +‘(x)(Q’) 
,,1==1 
mod(ll’+i). 
However, by Proposition 1, if lV ii 112, 
&P’) E $h’( x&x”“) 
and so 
(l/m)(-x(@) + @(x)(#‘)) = 0 
This now completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. T SUBGROUPS 
Following [13], we define T(U) to be the subgroup of Cl(U) which is 
generated by the locally free Zr ideals rZr -1 ZZ, where (Y, 2) == 1 and where 
Z = C,ET y. We denote the ideal rZr + ZZ by the symbol [r, 21; by abuse of 
notation we also let [Y, 21 denote the image in Cl(ZIJ of the ideal [Y, 21. We 
define 98 to be the quotient ring Zr/.ZZ. We have the obvious embeddings 
Zr c+ ZZ x 2, ZJ 4 Z&Z x Z, .5?‘, and further, the latter embeddings 
are surjective when p # 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) If r is cycZic then T(U) = (1). 
(ii) T(U) = Ker(D(Zr) + D(98)) and [r, Z] is represented by 
fr E HomdR,, uF,d 
under the isonzorphism (2.3), where fT is defined by 
fX4 = r> where E is the identity character of I’, 
f?.(x) = 1 if x is an irreducible character of r, x # E. 
Proof. (i) See [13]. (ii) It is immediate that, 
p,q z, I w,z,r, 
where 
w p = 1 ifp{r (this includes p infinite), 
WI, = (1) r) E 7,‘z x B, if plr. 
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IYe set (zc) = nI, zu,(~J(Qr)). Further it is clear that [r, Z] . Q = rlW, and 
so under isomorphism (2.2), [r, z’] is represented by Det(w) Det(r)-l. But 
Det(r)-r E Hom,(R, , F*) and so [Y, C] is also represented by Det(w). U’e have 
the element (1, r-l) E ZZ x Q9Y. Following Proposition 1 of [15] we choose an 
idiile (/3) E U(U) with /3, = 1 ifp / Y, p,] r ifp 7 Y. IVe set(p) = (w)(fl)(l, r-t), 
and so Det((p)) also represents [Y, Z]. However, Det((p)) E Horn.&&, U,) and 
so [r, L’] E II(U). But we have that 
30 that Det(p,) ~= jr and hence [r, Z] is indeed represented byf, . 
By (2.3), because fr is 1 on the nontrivial irreducible characters of r, [r, Z] E 
Ker(D(U) + D(.%)). Again it is easily seen that Ker(D(ZI’) ---f II(%)) is 
generated by homomorphisms h E Hom,,(R, , C;,,) which are 1 on nontrivial 
irreducible characters. But the subgroup generated by the fr is dense in the sub- 
gr,:up generated by the above h. Thus 
T(W) = Ker(D(U) + U(.%‘)). 
We ha\-e a Fibre diagram 
The group algebra Qr is said to satisfy the Eichler condition if no simple 
component of Qr is a totally definite quaternion algebra. So, obviously if I :,L 2, 
then Qsr satisfies the Eichler condition. 
B!- the >\Tayer-T’ietoris sequence of classgroups (see [I I]) 
Ker(D(.U) ---f D(g)) ‘v ~- (“I r ’ ‘)* 
det(GL,(@) . vl(-+ 1) ’ 
(4.1) 
where det is the composition of the homomorphism G&(9?) + GL,(Z/I r 1 Z) 
induced by v?, and of the determinant homomorphism GL,(Z/I r / Z) + 
(z/j r / q*. 
Further, if QI’ satisfies the Eichler condition, then 
(a r 1 z)* KerPW) - WV ‘v “-(.g*) . “,(-‘- 1) . (4.2) 
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However, from [lo], because r is an Z-group, D(ZI’) is an l-group So from 
Proposition 2 and (4.1) we deduce that T(W) is cyclic with 
(4.3) 
Let d be a finite group (not necessarily an I-group) Let Rd(Q) be the Grothen- 
dieck group of Qd modules, and let S be the R,(Q) ideal generated by the various 
ideals Ind,“(R,(Q)), for all cyclic subgroups CC d. Then :-I(J), the Artin, 
exponent of the group A, is defined to be the characteristic of the finite ring 
R,(Q);S. A(A) . d t 1s e ermined for arbitrary A in [9]. 
For 11 i> 2 we define D,, , the dihedral group of order 2’l, 1~~ 
I),, 
‘,li1 c1 ‘\U, 7 I (J- --: 7- 1,7-l 0-T -c- u ’ . 
For fl 3 we define Q,, , the quaternion group of order 3”, by 
Oh 
.,r,-:! ‘:u, ‘T ; u- p, 71 1,7-l UT CT ’ . 
For II ?: 4 we define SD,, , the semidihedral group of or&r 3’1, by 
sn,, : ,la, ‘T / u?n-’ 73 = 1, : ‘a7 * 1 .“I-’ 
We say that a 2-group is exceptional if, and only if, it is quaternion, dihedral, or 
semidihedral. 
THEOREM 2. Jf I’ U cyclic then A(I‘) 1. Further if 2 =; 2 (vesp. I : 2) and 
if r is not cyclic (Yesp. I’ is neither cyclic, nor, exceptional) therz .4(r) I‘ I l--l : . 
Finally if r is quatemion (resp. dihedral) (resp. semidihedral), then --1(T) :- 2 
(vesp. 2) (Yesp. 4). 
(For proof see [9], although note that Lam asserts that ,q(Sf),,) - 2 for rr i: 4, 
which is incorrect.) 
The aim of this section is to prove the following result which was first con- 
jectured by S. Ullom. 
THEOREN 3. If 1 ,: 2, then T(U) is ryrlic of order A(r). 
If 1 = 2 and if r is neither cyclic nor exceptional, then T(U) is r!clic of orde) 
4 1 rl (==J-q(r)). 
Remark. (i) From [15], if I’ is a quaternion 2-group, then T(K)’ 2. 
(ii) From [4], if r is a dihedral 2-group, then T(Zr) :I). 
(iii) From [15] (due to Shizuo Endo), if r is a semidihedral 2-group, then. 
1 T(x): = 2. 
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Thus T(U) is now determined for all finite Z-groups. 
COROLLARY. If 1 # 2 and if I’ is noncyclic, then for any E E B* 
If I = 2 and ifris neither exceptional nov cyclic, then for any u E GL,(93’) 
det(u) z: &l mod(/ r I), 
and so in particular for any f E a* 
Y‘&.$) = f_l m4l r I). 
Proof. Immediate from (4.1) and (4.2), since T(U) = Ker(D(Zr) -+ D(B)). 
We now prove Theorem 3. Observe that if p is the character of the regular 
representation of r, then ,o E a,,c , where / r [ = I”. So by 4.3, if I i 2 (resp. 
I = 2), it is sufficient to show that if r is not cyclic (resp. if r is neither cyclic 
nor exceptional), then 0&)([1 + I, .Z]) is an element of order P-l in &*I( Al) . 
(1 + Zn+lZ,) (resp. e,(p) ([5, X]) is an element of order 2”~~ in 2,*/(&l) 
(1 + 2n+l2,). (Note that if 2 = 2, 7z < 3, then r is either cyclic or dihedral.) 
First vve assume that 1 + 2, and that r is not cyclic. We have that 
4z(f>([l + L q = (izl) ‘fi,l(@(P))(l i- 171+1&). 
Trivially (E, p) = 1, and it is easily seen that 
(5 P(P)) == & 1. 
But by Kulakoff’s theorem (see [18]), b ecause I # 2 and because r is not cyclic, 
c 1 L: 0 mod(P), 
y t-1 
and so 
(5 Q(P)) = In?, 
where HZ is an integer which is prime to 1. This gives that 
.L+d@(P)) = (1 ‘- y 
and it is clear that (-+l)(l + Z)zm (1 -(- I”-! l&) has order ZPL--l in Z,*/( 51) . 
(1 -L P’lZl). 
Now we suppose that I == 2, and that r is neither cyclic nor exceptional. 
First we recall the following theorem due to Thompson, Feit, and Alperin (for 
proof see [9]). 
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THEOREM 4. Let T’ be a noncyclic 2-group and dejne 
Sol(T) =: c 1. 
.,?.-1 
Then if r z’s not exceptional, Sol(P) = 0 mod(4). 
We observe that 
kL(P)([5, q == (+l>L(@(P>)(l + 2”+1z,). 
But by Theorem 4 
(E, Q(p)) --- 2172 
for some odd integer m. So we have that 
B,,(p)([5, 21) == (&l) 52”‘(1 + 2n-t1z.& 
and it is clear that (&I) 52nz(l -)- 2n-t1Z,) has order 2n-2 in 
COROLLARY. T(U) is a direct factor of D(U). 
Proof. If I’ is cyclic then the result is trivial, and if r is an exceptional, 
2-group T(U) = D(Zr) and again the result holds. So now we suppose that r 
is noncyclic, and, if I = 2, we also suppose that r is not exceptional. By the 
above work we have a homomorphism 
and because D(W) is a l-group 
o,(p)p(zr)) c (-+1)U + 1&l (Ykl)(l + ln’-l&) ’
If we assume that /9(p) E ZRr , then Q(p) E ZR, and so 
Thus Rd~W(W) = &h)(WrN> and because B,,(p) is injective on T(H), 
D(U) --= Ker(B,(p)) Q: T(U). 
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Finally then, to prove the corollary we must show that #r(p) E ZR, . Now from 
(2.5) 
But for 0 < k c I, #“‘(p) = p, and if y ri I 
Det,(l + g) E~Z I mod(C). 
Thus for 0 < k < I, by (2.4) we have 
WP) = ; ( ;, * tJ 
and so 
P$,) @+) = fz ‘” k) p E PR, . 
So we have shown #l(p) E ZRr , and this completes the proof of the corollary. 
Remark. We can also prove the corollary by observing that from [16] we 
have that if Z #= 2 and 1 r [ 3 1 (respectively if 1 = 2 and 1 I’ i > 4), then the 
exponent of D(W) divides 1 r / 2-r (respectively divides -j, 1 r 1). 
5. AsYnlPToTIC PROPERTIES OF CLASSGROUPS 
\L’e recall the following result from [3]. 
THEOREM 5. If 1 is a fixed, odd rational prime and ;f {r,}z=, is a sequence of 
Abelian I-groups such that lim,z+m I I’,, / t co, then Inn,-, I D(U,J ---f co. 
PROPOSITION 3. If r is a cyclic group of order Z’“, then / Z)(U)/ 1;: Zv, z&here 
2N = ((I” - I)/(Z - 1)) - 723 if I+2, 
N = 271-r - (n/2)(72 - I) - I if Z-:2. 
Z’roof. I’or the case Z f 2 see [3], and for the case Z == 2 see [7]. 
The aim of this section is to generalize Theorem 5 to non-Abelian Z-groups. 
THEOREM 6. (i) Let Z be a $.ved odd p rime, and let {r,,}~=:_, be a sequence of 
Z-C~~oz~ps such that lim,,,, 1 r,, I + co, then lim,z,, 1 D(z/r,)I ---f m, a?zd in fact 
if !r; -:: 1” with it > 2, 
1 n(zr)j 2 I.%‘, (5.1) 
@r/50/2-16 
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where .\I :-p ((I -~ 1);‘2)((71” ~ 6,,);4) (11 1) and where 6,, :~- 0, OI’, 1. aud 
h,! I2 mod(2). 
(ii) /.f I -= 2, let (r,,~,~_, be a sequence of ‘-groups containing only jinitely 
maq esceptiorral 2-groups and with the property that lim,,,, r,, I ---f cr-. Then 
lim,, ~ 7qzr,,)’ --+ cc‘. 
Proof. Let l’be a cyclic I-group of order 11~ with n ‘. 5. From Proposition 3, 
if/ : 2 
D(U), , ’ P. 
where 21\- T= ((7’1 - I)/(7 1)) ~- TS. 
But for 7~ ;- 5, S ; : iZ+l; so from Theorems 2 and 3 if r is any Z-group of 
order 1’1, with n . ; 5 and 1 .i 2, 
So now let r be a cyclic group of order 2”, with n ~3 5. Then by Proposition 3, 
I D(U)1 1: 21z--2. Thus if I’ is a group of order 2” which is not exceptional, 
then by the above and by Theorem 3, 
This establishes (ii), and so to complete the proof of Theorem 6 we need to 
prove (5.1). 
Let /l be a central subgroup of order I contained in I’, and let < be a faithful 
Abelian character of/l. We define [* ---: IndAr(c). It is immediate that <, E a,- i,i‘ 
and so we have the evaluation homomorphism 
LEMMA 2. Let x be an irreducible character of r such that (,y, c$*) -+ 0. Theta 
(x, t,) = x(l), andfurther for any w’ E Gal(a/Q(r)), (xw’, f,) = x(l). Conversely 
these XW’ are the only Q-conjugates of x which occur in [* (i.e., for w E Q, (x”, t,) + 
0 if, and only if, w E Gal(@W)). 
Proof. Elementary. 
LEMMA 3. Let x be an irreducible character of r with (x, [*) + 0. Then for 
each w E R 
(f’, $‘([,)) =: 0. 
Proof. \Ve define S = {y E r ; yl E A>. Then fl (=(A>, say) acts on S by 
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multiplication and so we may split 5’ up into disjoint, transitive 11 orbits, i.e.. 
To show that (xc,‘, $‘(c*)) 7:: 0, it is sufficient to show that for each i 
But y, , h is an .Abelian group and so 
r(l) 
XC’ /<,~,.A> 2 & 17L”> 
where rlk is an Abelian character of \yi , hi, and further, b!- Frobcnius reciprocity, 
yk ‘(,,) mm= 4. It is trivial that 
We now fix an irreducible character x of r such that (x, f*) ;t 0 and let Q(x) = 
Q(l’) (remember that now I + 2). For each u E Z,[&]* we have the element 
f,, E Hom,(RZ, , CT,,,), given by 
.A($) = lJO, if 4 = x”, w E B, 
= 1, if 4 is irreducible but not an Q-conjugate of x. 
We let H, be the subgroup of D(ZT) which is represented by the (fvj. 
If G is an Abelian group, then for n Y. 0 we define 
From Lemmas 1 and 3 
For .Y E Q, [Xl is the greatest integer less than or equal to X. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 
then Card(B,) 3 j((z--1)/2)[r~!21--1. 
Before proving Proposition 4 we complete the proof of (5.1). Let n = 2, 
then j D(iZr); 2~ j IIx ! 2~ i B, ( and by Proposition 4, j B, j 1; Z((l-a):z). We now 
prove (5.1) by induction on n. Let Z == IT/A, then by the induction hypothesis 
j D(Lq ;- 1 ((r-l).'?)(((n~l)?-6,_1):4)-(n-1) 
However, x is an irreducible character of r which does not factor through 2, 
and so H, L Ker(D(X) + D(ZZ)). Thus 
i.e., 
1I.e now prove Proposition 4. 
By Local Classficld Theory, 
hence we haw a surjection 
From [5, p. 1521 ux have 
and it follows from this that 
(z!l[~l]yl) 1 1 -1~ (1 ~- [,Yl Ix(l) Z&l,]. 
By elementary representation theory, 
x(1) / I-[4,+-l; 
thus WC have 
For TL > 2, we define 
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Let G be a finite Abelian group of odd order with an involution-. Then we 
have the standard decomposition of G into its symmetric and skew-symmetric 
parts (G-t and G-, respectively). 
via 
In particular, complex conjugation induces an involution on C. However, by 
a theorem of Kummer (see [Cl), every unit of Z[&] is a root of unity times a real 
unit. This now gives that 
It is easily seen that 
Hence, Card(C-) = l(rt+[~,,,‘2])((1--1)/2)-1 
= ~[n/z]ccr-l,:s,-r 
This now proves the proposition. 
6. THE ?~oN-ABELI.IN GROUPS OF OHIER 1" 
Throughout this section 1 is an odd prime. JVe define D,,(Z’r) = Ker(D(U) -+ 
D(ZP)); then if r is either of the two non-Abelian groups of order P, we 
completely describe D,(U). 
We define 
If ris the non-Abelian group of order l3 which has exponent I, then r has presen- 
tation, 
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‘I%~REM 7. Let r be the non-.4belian group of order 1” which has exponent I, 
and let Z[&] c /a, b) be the projection of Zr into the unique noncommutatine simple 
component of the gvortp cllgebua Qr. Then 
fqq<,] t (I, b ) -Y -If’, (6.1) 
D,,(zT) - -11. (6.2) 
I’voof. Let x bc an ribelian character of \ n, c such that 
x(c) ::= <[ ) ,y(n) -= 1. 
Then xA Ind:,,,,>(X) is an irreducible character of I’. \\‘e let .Sr be the 
subgroup of Rr which is generated over 2% by s,, . Then, as in (2.3) it can be 
shown that 
1-k evaluation on x-i- , this gil es an isomorphism 
So in order to pro\-e 6.1 it is sutlicient to show: 
Ll:Mar.~ 4. 
I’roqf. 11-e first prwe (6.4). LVe Ict [,, Cl’ a [,” for 1 : II .: 1 1, then 
E,, ~= (1 ~- rl’ -‘)(I (‘r)--1, and so [,, t Z[<,] *. However, [,, = 11 I mod( 1 - ir), 
and so because Z,* mod(/) is the unique subgroup of Z,[&]* mod(l) of order 
I I (6.4) follows. 
\Ye now show (6.3). Because xA: 0 mod(l) and because @(xv) == 1~ (where E 
is the identity character of r), from Theorem 1 we deduce that for each z E Y&P 
log(Dct,, Jz)) 0 mod(l). 
So by use of Lemma 1, Det&z) E (i, (I :- l&[(J). 
Xow consider a E &[[,I. We may choose z, E &(r‘, such that X(C) -= ‘x. It is 
then easily calculated that 
This proves (6.3) and so (6.1) is shown and the lemma is completed. 
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1Ve now prove (6.2). First, we show that D,(Zr) is isomorphic to a quotient 
of ill. Then, because D,,(iV) - O(Z[&] o (a, b)) is surjective, it follows from 
(6.1) that Ker(D,(Zr) - qz[Ll o <a, b,)) IS a most a cyclic group of order 1. t 
We then find a nontrivial element of &(Zr) contained in this kernel. This will 
then prove (6.2). 
Let J-(1 Z[&] I: (a, h)) be a maximal order of the unique noncommutative 
simple component of Qr, Q(<,) ~3 <a, b), say. V’e let & = ZI . X As in (2.3), 
by the isomorphism theorems 
where 
If F7 --= {C E CT I ZJ($) = 1 for all Abelian characters + of r) then we ha\-e the 
natural injection 
Det(1 x Ai*) _.--- -+ Det(ZJU”’ x J/‘2X) 
I- i: 
and because Det(ZJ*) . Det(l x JI$*) = Det(Z,P” I J;‘), this is an 
isomorphism. Because 
&P 3 1 X 1 -;- (1 - 5[) Z,[[,] 0 (n, 0; (C QJ”” X a,(%:) 1 (a, b:,) 
we have that 
I/3 H * Det(l x 1 + (1 - &) Z,[&] c (a, b)), 
where His the subgroup of Hom,(R, , OFv:) whose values on Abelian characters 
of r are 1. Now by evaluation on x.+ we have the isomorphism 
Using methods used in the proof of Lemma 4, it is easily shown that 
Jqx,) 2 Z[Ll” (1 + y - i,) &[511). 
This now shows that D,(Br) is isomorphic to a quotient of ;21. 
So finally we need to find a nontrivial element of 
Ker(WU’) - WXI 0 (a, b))). 
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Let g be the element of D(U) which has representative 6 E Horn&K,, Z,v) 
which is defined on irreducible characters 4 of I’, by 
&) z= 1 -t I if 4 is Q-conjugate of x* , 
-1 otherwise. 
It is trivial that g E D,(U) and further g has trivial image under the isomorphism 
(6.1). If p is the character of the regular representation of r, then 
O,(p)@) = (&l)(l + /)‘z’l-r’ mod(14). 
So g is indeed nontrivial. This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
Now let r be the metacyclic non-Abelian group of order 13. Then r has 
presentation 
r = lu, T 1 d2 = 71 :z 1, 7 ‘fJ7 zz ,‘q. 
THEOREM 8. Let r be the metacyclic non-Abelian group of order 13, then 
D,(u) N nf. (6.5) 
Proof. \Ye only give an outline of the proof, as the details are similar to 
those of Theorem 7. Firstly though we point out the essential difference with 
Theorem 7. If iZ[[,z] 0 C, denotes the image of the projection of Zr into the 
unique noncommutative simple subalgebra of Qr, then by [17] 
By the same procedure as was used in Theorem 7, it may be shown that D,(U) 
is isomorphic to a quotient of n1 (or see [17, Theorem 3.121). 
Let x be a faithful Abelian character of (G), and let x+ == Indye,( Then x.+ 
is an irreducible character of r and x* -+~ 0 mod(Z). ICY induces a surjection 
and because (1 + lZr[<,])z = I + P&[&] we have an isomorphism 
K,(x*)(oo(zr)) E w. 
So to prove (6.5) we need only find a nontrivial element of Ker(K1(x*)IDO(KT)). 
We let g be the element of D(U) which is represented by 6 E Homo(R, , iZ1*) 
which is defined on irreducible characters 4 of r, by 
s(4) = 1 + 1 if 4 is an Q-conjugate of xJ: , 
=: 1 otherwise. 
Then, as before, g is the required nontrivial element. 
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Remark. We have proved Theorems 7 and 8 essentially by proving that 
a, x a3 jD,(zr) is injective. In general it would appear that n ai is not always 
injective, but it is hoped that by use of other types of determinantal relation 
we will be able to give injective families of evaluation homomorphisms for a 
large class of Z-groups. 
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